In the course of the past sixty years of the Polish Committee for the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms (PC TMM) 24 scientific and didactic conferences have been held. The subject matter of these conferences, generally organized every other year, comprised problems of the classification, analysis and synthesis of mechanisms, the dynamics of machine systems, investigations concerning self-excited vibrations, the stability of the systems, the control of machines and biomechanics. The numbers of submitted papers as well as the number of participants substantiate the need of organizing such conferences, their importance and the activity of the Polish Committee of TMM for the purpose of creating a platform for the presentation and discussion of new research methods in the domain of mechanisms, machines, biomechanics and mechatronics.
Introduction
The 25
th Conference on the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms falls on the 60 th anniversary of the establishment of the Polish Committee for the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms (PC TMM), and also coincides with the 60 th anniversary of the first conference on the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms. This double anniversary is a good opportunity to recall the history of held conferences closely related to promote research and development in the field of Theory of Machines and Mechanisms involving issues of structural analysis and synthesis, kinematics and dynamics of mechanisms and machines, and research in developing new methods for measuring the size of the dynamic of enlargement to automatic control issues.
Sixty years of the Polish Committee for the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms, a significant period of development of the science of mechanisms and machines, given that the Polish Committee for the Conference on the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms is a good opportunity to remind the short history of previously held conferences, the development of the science of mechanisms and machines. 
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Concluding remarks
The evolutive basis of science with constantly changing technical means determines the methodological criteria of progress in science and technology, involving the style of thinking in research and design of mechanisms and machines. Basing on investigations carried out so far, old theories are included in new ones, thanks to which idealized models and new paradigms become interchanged. Therefore, the National Committees, and thus also the Polish Committee of TMM develop an adequate feedback, leading to an evolution of the theory, the models of mechanisms, machines and processes, the design of prototypes, as well as modern means of investigations and new methods of calculation.
The establishment of the International Federation for the Promotion of Mechanism and Machine Science (IFToMM) and active contribution of Polish scientists in its establishment and activities was of much importance and it permitted, in spite of numerous restrictions, to make an international cooperation in the domain of mechanisms and machines. Following the development and operation of the Polish Committee for the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms (PC TMM) it is easy to see that the very active participation of Polish scientists in the formation and activities of the IFToMM Federation has been significant for the development of engineering machinery.
• Polish contribution to the world mechanism and machine science has been appreciated, which was manifested among other things in appointing our representatives to prominent positions, in particularProf. Prof. Shuo Hung Chang (Fig.3) , gived thanks for the recived from Polish Committee copy of plaque (Fig.4 I would like to express my gratitude to all the members of the Polish Committee for their creative development of the discipline of the theory mechanisms and machines and for their participation in the proceedings of the IFToMM and the Polish Committee of TMM.
Honourable and dear participants of the conference TMMiUM Rytro'2016
We owe the success of the conference to the number of Participants, the Honorary Patronage of Prof. 
